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Abstract. The usefulness of economic indicators in assessing functioning of an 
enterprise depends on comprehension by decision-makers of semantic connec-
tions existing between ratios. Analysis of economic indicators with regard to 
semantic relations often has essential impact on formulating accurate conclu-
sions. However, the knowledge of semantic connections and resulting from 
them information concerning functioning of an enterprise is often possessed on-
ly by experienced financial analysts. Topic map standard allows creating a 
model of knowledge representation, searching and acquiring unique informa-
tion. The creation of topic map for the ontology of economic indicators facili-
tates inter alia analyzing economic ratios on account of semantic connections 
between them. In the semantic search in topic map the visualization plays im-
portant role. We have audited the heuristic evaluation of the visualization in 
searching information on economic indicators based application for Return on 
Investment indicator. The research with participation of users was carried out. 

Keywords: ontology of economic indicators, information visualization, evalua-
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1 Introduction 

The essence of examining and assessing functioning of an enterprise consists in ap-
propriate calculating and using economic indicators coming from various financial 
reports. Their usefulness depends also on comprehension by decision-makers of hier-
archic and semantic connections existing between indicators. Analysis of semantic 
relations often has essential impact on formulation of accurate conclusions from the 
economic analysis assessing the functioning of an enterprise. However, the knowl-
edge of semantic connections and resulting from them information concerning func-
tioning of an enterprise is often possessed only by experienced financial analysts. 
Research carried out by E. Awad i H. Ghaziri, published in 2004, confirms formulated 
in 1995 by I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi statement that as much as 95% of information 
is preserved as tacit knowledge [14, p. 209]. The research on connecting two essential 
issues is conducted [4]: 
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• knowledge representation in information system, that would also enable to change 
tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge,  

• using, besides traditional information, searching methods solutions allowing con-
textual searching based on the visualization’s methods. 

More and more attention is paid on using semantic technologies such as topic map 
(TM) standard [ISO/IEC 13250:2003]. Topic Map is “model of knowledge represen-
tation, and its main purpose is to organize the information through semantic linkage in 
the data, concepts, and sources” [13, p. 30]. It can be used to the representation of 
complex structures of knowledge bases [2], the delivery of a useful model of know-
ledge representation [12 , p. 174]; [13, p. 30]), search and acquire unique information 
[20]. TM is a relatively new form of the presentation of knowledge, which put em-
phasis on data semantics and ease of finding desired information (see also [1]; [13, 
p. 30]), where multiple contextual indexing can be used. TM can represent informa-
tion using topics (representing any concept), associations (which represent the rela-
tionships between them), and occurrences (relationships between topics and informa-
tion resources relevant to them)  (e.g. [12, p. 175). TM can support the extraction of 
information from all relevant subsystems existing in the enterprise, because allows for 
integrating all sorts of data sources [1]. The ability of TM to link resources anywhere 
and to organise these resources according to a single ontology will be a key compo-
nent of knowledge management solutions [12, p. 174].  

We are conducting the research on the usage of the topic map as a model of know-
ledge concerning the analysis of economic ratios (see e.g. [4]). TM standard allows 
showing taxonomic relations and semantic connections both binary and n-nary.  Cre-
ating topic maps, which include relations between different economic indicators, al-
lows inter alia an analysis of the value synthetically indicator having knowledge about 
connected by semantic relationships of the values of another indicators. The concep-
tion of the usage of the topic map as a model of knowledge of the analysis economic 
indicators has the advantage that created model of ontology can be relatively easily 
modified and simultaneously it is possible to use multiple applications based on dif-
ferent ontologies of a particular area. This is essential, because there is no single uni-
versal system of economic ratios, which would be used in all enterprises. 

We are carrying out research the aim of which is the visual exploration of data 
from all relevant subsystems existing in the enterprise by decision-makers using TM 
as a model of economic knowledge representation. The main goal of this paper is to 
discuss the research on using visualization of semantic network in searching econom-
ic information. In this study we used the application of an ontology for return on in-
vestment (ROI) indicator. The article is structured as follows. The next section 
presents shortly the related work. In Section 3 we briefly describe the design of the 
research. In Section 4, the analysis of results of the research and conclusions are pre-
sented. Finally, in the last section a summary of this work is given and future research 
projects are indicated. 

2 Visualization in Searching Information in Topic Map 

Topic map is a semantic graph that contains definitions of a set of topics and a set of 
association between topics. Visualization in TM allows navigation from topic to topic 
in a highly interactive manner: interesting nodes can be put in the foreground with 
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zooms, translations and rotations. Users can delete inapplicable branches of the tree or 
expand interesting ones. Fundamental factors for a good visualization of the 
application of  TM are: the overview of the structure for the global understanding of 
the structure and of the relationships within the hierarchy; the ability to zoom and to 
select some nodes; and dynamic requests in order to filter data in real time [7]. TM 
can be used to represent economic knowledge about indicators, where visualization 
can assure semantic information search and facilitate interpretation data by  non-
technically-minded users. Thanks to the visualization users can more swiftly notice 
and understand various structural and semantic relations. 

B. Shneiderman defined that an effective visual exploration tool should allow to do 
the following  tasks in an easy-to-use manner: overview, zoom, filter, details-on-
demand, relate, extract, history (e.g. described in [18, pp. 165-166]). He indicated 
these tasks basing on observations of the behaviour of analysts, who attempt to extract 
knowledge from the data [18, p. 165]. TM software with a visualization module al-
lows to do all tasks defined by B. Shneiderman except history. The functionality of 
TM application enables also to realize three paradigms of information retrieval visua-
lization formulated by J. Zhang (thoroughly described in [21, p. 16]): (1) the Query 
searching and Browsing paradigm, (2) the Browsing and Query searching paradigm 
and (3) the Browsing Only paradigm.  

One of the most pressing questions about visualization-based information retrieval 
systems is: “Can people use them?” (see [10, p. 824]). This question can also be set to 
the semantic searching in topic maps for the analysis of economic ratios, where the 
visualization plays important role. Systems that enable information retrieval should be 
intuitive to use or easy to interpret by the users of the system. A good interface of the 
information visualization contains a good representation (helps users identify interest-
ing sources) and efficient navigation (allows users to access information quickly) [8]. 
The basic assumption of the navigation is that users should be able to view focus and 
context areas at the same time to present an overview of the whole knowledge struc-
ture. It is very important, because that how decision makers perceive and interact with 
a visual representation, can strongly influence their understanding of the data as well 
as the usefulness of the visual presentation [9, p. 48].  

The visual analysis of economic indicators due to the semantic relationships  can 
bring measurable benefits because semantic search is more efficient than that based 
on basic hierarchic structure (see [6]; [22, p. 1899]). Furthermore, the latest research 
points out also that searching information basing on semantic connections in topic 
map has a positive influence on discovering the essential information (see [19, 
p. 301]). Thanks to that decision-makers will receive a tool the use of which can result 
in easier acquisition of needed information from that existing in enterprise databases. 

TM application may be a useful tool in the visual searching of information for de-
cision-makers. However, it requires carrying on a research. So far we have studied: 
TM as the useful model of economic knowledge representation, and TM as the useful 
visualization in searching and acquiring unique information. 

3 The Design of  Research 

The goal of our research is the visual exploration of information using the semantic 
searching based on the applications of TM, which contain the models of knowledge of 
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the analysis of economic indicators. This study has been carried out in the two main 
phases and the five stages (Fig. 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1. The scheme of the design of research on the visual exploration of information using the 
semantic searching based on the applications of TM 

Phase 1: Conceptualization of the ontology of economic indicators and creating TM 
application. 

The goal of this study is verifying the concept of using TM standard for the model 
of knowledge about analysis economic indicators. This phase consists of the three 
stages. Results of this work are  the following inter alia: the creation of the ontology 
for the selected analysis economic indicators; the creation of TM application for spe-
cific field of analysis of economic indicators; the creation of the procedure of building 
TM applications for the ontology of analysis economic indicators (based on the analy-
sis of existing methods and methodologies); and the verification of  the visualization 
semantic network in TM  for searching and acquiring unique information on econom-
ic indicators. 

Phase 2: Research on the usability of the visualization in economic information re-
trieval in TM application.  
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We have two aims of this study. The first goal is verifying the usability of applying 
the visualization semantic network in TM in searching and acquiring unique informa-
tion in the analysis of economic indicators. The second goal is verifying the visual 
exploration of data from all relevant subsystems existing in an enterprise by decision-
makers using TM as a model of economic knowledge representation. This phase con-
sists of the two stages. Research in this phase is carried out on the basis of the model 
proposed by E. Brangier (the usage – adaptation – re-engineering cycle), “which high-
lights how human adaptations (of the users) are a source of innovation to design new 
uses” [5]. These studies enable to identify users’ needs precisely and may contribute 
to the development of innovations. Results of this work are  the following inter alia: 
the assessment of the usability of visualizing a semantic network based on TM; the 
solving of the problem of large number of topics in using TM  as a tool enabling a 
visual exploration of a huge, complex and multidimensional data set. 

In this article we focus on the presentation of research conducted in the second 
phase (stage 4). 

4 The Heuristic Evaluation of Visualization in Searching 
Economic Information – The Research Description and the 
Analysis of Result 

TM can be one of various tools for information visualization, which – as visual 
interactive interface – allows to search of information for decision-makers.  However, 
it requires carrying on a research of usability of visualization in searching 
information. The standard ISO 9241-11 defines usability of IT systems as the three 
components: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. A well-designed user interface 
inter alia facilitates the performance of user’s task (effectiveness) and provides the 
pleasure of use (satisfaction). B. Shneiderman defined five measures essential in 
studying the system usability: system familiarity time, task performance speed, errors 
in task assignments, system feature retention, and subjective satisfaction [15]. In the 
research on evaluation of visualization in searching economic information following 
parameters are important: information retrieval speed, errors in interpretation of data 
(errors in task assignments) and subjective satisfaction.  

In literature many methods of research and evaluation of the system usability and 
human-computer interaction are described (see inter alia [11]; [16]; [17]). The  study 
of a prototype is conducted with the experts’ participation (e.g. heuristic evaluation of 
user interface) and/or users (e.g. task-based user test, eye tracking).  

4.1 Assumptions of the Research 

We have decided to carry out the study with participants and using the heuristic 
evaluation and task-based user test. We have planned that none of the participants had 
searched information basing on the visualization of ontology before and the training 
has been restricted to minimum. Our research was also to tell how easy and clear is 
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searching information with the use of the visualization of the semantic network, for 
a user who is not familiar with the topic map application.  

For the comparison and verification of the results of this study we have decided to 
conduct two tests for two different TM applications. The first application contained 
the ontology of faculty “Business Informatics” at Wrocław University of Economics. 
The topics and associations existing between them in this ontology were known to all 
the participants. The second application contained the ontology of ROI indicators in 
Du Pont model. This area was known only to some of the participants. 

In the research we used different TM applications, so we worked out two question-
naires which contained three parts. They differed from each other only in the first 
fragment, in which tasks to be done by the user, consisting in searching information, 
are listed. 

Before starting the research on system utility we created an ontology for ROI indi-
cator, built TM application in TM4L software and tested visual searching information. 
Setting about research with participants we decided to create application in Protégé 
4.1 beta for ROI indicator, because there were difficulties with correct executing 
TM4L software in operation system MS Windows 7. In Protégé 4.1 beta, there is the 
module OntoGraf, which turned out to be sufficient to carry out the initial research, 
the aim of which was to verify the usefulness of visual semantic network in searching 
economical information, that is contextually connected. 

4.2 Participants of the Research 

It was decided to carry out a research with the participation of users. Their selection 
was not random, as they were to fulfil a double role. First role was to be a typical 
user, performing specific tasks in a topic map application for ROI indicator (research 
using the usability testing technique). Second role was to be an expert evaluating the 
usability of applied interface (research using heuristic evaluation of user interface).  

The selection of the participants of the research allowed obtaining a group of peo-
ple, who had various experience and knowledge concerning economy and analysis of 
economic ratios as well as systems and information technology. In the study 42 peo-
ple participated: with only computer education (48% of all participants), computer 
science and econometrics education (21% of all participants) and non-computer edu-
cation (31% of all participants, but in this group 80% of participants have economic 
education). None of them either searched information basing on the visualization of 
ontology before or was familiar with the program Protégé. 

4.3 The Course of the Research 

Performing tasks by the users was preceded with an introduction (15 to 20 minutes, 
depending on the group), in which it was shown: how to open the application with an 
ontology in the program Protégé, how to save the chosen fragment of the graph as 
a graphic file or as a graph, and what is the idea of semantic search and topic map 
standard. Afterwards the participants began the study. Firstly participants of the re-
search accomplished seven tasks, consisting in searching information in the semantic 
network built for the faculty “Business Informatics”. Then the participants carried out 
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seven tasks in semantic network for ROI indicator. For both applications they per-
formed expert opinion of the usability of the applied interface according to identical 
criteria. We planned out 60 minutes on performing all assignments by the participants 
(that is 14 tasks and filling in two short questionnaires concerning heuristic 
assessment of the system). Many participants finished performing tasks and filling in 
questionnaires in shorter time (by about 10 minutes). Only 15% of all persons needed 
70-75 minutes to accomplish their assignments. The research was not recorded by 
video camera, but during performing tasks participants were observed and their 
remarks were noted. 

4.4 Analysis of the Results 

In the research we used two questionnaires (for two applications) which contained 
three parts. The results of the study may be divided into two groups. First group re-
sults from the research using the usability testing technique. It concerns the correct-
ness of performing tasks by users and the assessment of easiness of searching infor-
mation basing on the visualization of the semantic network. These are the data ob-
tained from the first part of the questionnaire. Second part of the results comes from 
the research using the heuristic evaluation of user interface. These are the data ob-
tained from the second and third parts of the questionnaire. Results obtained from the 
first part of the questionnaire we thoroughly described in [3]. In this article we 
concentrate on presenting and elaborating the results obtained from using the heuristic 
evaluation of the usability of the visualization in searching economic information. 
The questionnaire contained: 

• four criterions of an interface evaluation, in which users chose one of the following 
answers: highly satisfactory, satisfactory, average, unsatisfactory, very unsatisfac-
tory; 

• seven potential problems, for which participants of research chose one of the fol-
lowing answers: no problem, a small problem, an important problem. 

In Appendix Table 1 there are data concerning the evaluation of the interface of 
searching information for the ontology of ROI indicator. In the context of the research 
particularly essential criteria are: an evaluation of the system in terms of visual clarity 
(criterion A) and an evaluation of the way of searching information based on the visu-
alization of a semantic network (criterion D). 

In the case of criterion A, 46% users assessed the proposed solution as highly satis-
factory or satisfactory, whereas in the case of criterion D – 43% participants. In crite-
rion D no one chose the option very unsatisfactory. For criterion A only 2% of partic-
ipants stated that the proposed solution is very bad. Worst of all was estimated the 
usefulness of the interface on account of criterion B, as 5% chose answer very unsa-
tisfactory, but as many as 40% – unsatisfactory. This result is influenced also by the 
evaluation of the interface of the Protégé software.  

During the analysis of data in Appendix Table 1, we can notice that users with 
computer education evaluated the applied interface for searching information most 
critically, whereas users with non-computer education most positively. This group 
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assessed best the interface on account of criterion C (62%), whereas two other groups 
on account of criterion A (with computer education – 40%, whereas with computer 
science and econometrics education – as many as 78%). 

In Appendix Table 2 there are data concerning the identification of potential prob-
lems connected with the usage of the visualization of the semantic network in search-
ing economic information. In the context of conducted research particularly essential 
are results concerning problems no. 4, 5 and 6. In literature the possibility of occur-
ring difficulties in finding information basing on visualization of semantic network 
due to a big number of points, lines connecting them and use of many colors is indi-
cated. In research carried out for the problem no. 6 (too many colors on the screen) as 
many as 60% of participants answered that no problem. For the problem no. 5 (the 
difficulty in reading information on screen) 45% of participants chose answer: no 
problem. However, for the problem no. 4 (find necessary information) and problem 
no. 3 (understanding the relation between information on the screen and the executed 
operation) only 26% of participants chose that answer. It is the least value amongst all 
listed problems in the questionnaire on account of assessment: no problem. the analy-
sis of data obtained for problems no. 3 and 4 in comparison with the results from the 
other parts of questionnaires results in the following conclusion: in the next research 
longer time for training in the idea of searching information basing on visualization of 
semantic network will be needed.  

However, analyzing seven distinguished potential problems in terms of assessment:  
an important  problem,  quite promising results were obtained: from 7% (problem no. 
2) to 17% (problem no. 3). For problems especially interesting us, that is no. 4, 5 and 
6, it comes to 14, 12 and 16% Respectively. Despite quite optimistic results, the data 
obtained for problems no. 3 and 4 prove the necessity of conducting training (about 
30 minutes) before the next research with participants.  

We will now analyze this data in terms of education of research participants. 
Among group of people with computer education, the highest percentage of the an-
swer an important problem was received for the problem no. 6 (25%), whereas the 
highest percentage of the answer noproblem  for problems no. 5 and 7 (55%). In the 
group with computer science and econometrics education most participants chose: an 
important problem for problems no. 3 and no. 5 (33%). Meanwhile no one from this 
group marked for the problem no.7: an important problem. In the opinion of the par-
ticipants from this group the least problem is 4 (45%). In the last analyzed group of 
the participants, that is with non-computer education most users chose the answer an 
important problem for the problem no. 4 (15%). Meanwhile no one stated that the 
problem no. 5 is an important problem. According to this group the least problem of 
all is the problem no. 6 (as many as 84%). 

4.5 Conclusions and Next Steps 

The results obtained from the research described herein are promising. They confirm 
initial conclusions obtained from the analysis of task-based user test (described in 
[3]). This study indicates that searching information basing on the visualization of  
the semantic network can be a useful tool for decision-makers. Our research  
requires continuation to verify the results. Subsequent research will concern  
(see also [3, p. 53]): 
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• testing an application for the ontology of ROI indicator with the participation of 
users with various education, in order to confirm the obtained data (using the same 
tasks and the same questionnaire), 

• testing another tasks to be done in the application for the ontology of ROI indica-
tor, in order to state whether tasks in the conducted research are comprehensible 
for people with non-computer education,  

• testing another applications of ontologies created for other fields of the analysis of 
economical ratios, in order to verify the correctness of accomplishing the applica-
tion for the ontology of ROI indicator (for which built ontology contains many 
more topics and relations).  

In the next study, despite optimistic opinions, it will be necessary to plan longer train-
ing in searching information with the use of semantic network (30-40  minutes). 

5 Summary and Future Work 

In this article, we introduce the results of our initial research to verify the usability of 
applying the visualization of a semantic network. We focused on searching needed 
information related to the analysis of economic ratios. This research is the first formal 
user evaluation of an application related to ROI indicator. In this paper we presented  
the assumptions of research and we analyzed the obtained results. 

The results of the research, despite their initial and fragmentary character, can be 
found as quite significant. They characterized the usability assessment of applying the 
visualization of the ontology of chosen economical ratio as interface user – system in 
searching information with regard to contextual connections. The research will be 
continued in order to verify using the visualization of a semantic network in the proc-
ess of the analysis of economical ratios and to verify the use of the standard topic map 
for the representation of knowledge about economic measures. The study will use two 
developed ontologies for: ROI indicator and an early warning system for production 
enterprises. We will build the applications  based on Ontopia (open source tool to 
create topic map). The research will be conducted in two ways: testing created topic 
maps applications for selected areas of economic analysis and studying the usability 
of visualizing semantic network to search information by using testing technique and 
heuristic evaluation.  
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Appendix 1 

Table 1. The heuristic evaluation of visualization in searching economic information for the 
ontology of ROI indicator 

The criteria for 
assessment 

Scale of usability 
interface evalua-
tion 

Breakdown of accomplishment of tasks (%) 

All  
participants 

Education 

Computer 
Computer 

 science and 
econometrics 

Non-
computer 

A. How would you 
rate  the system in 
terms of  visual 
clarity? 

highly  
satisfactory  17 15 11 23 

satisfactory 29 25 67   8 

average 31 40   0 38 

unsatisfactory 21 20 22 23 

very  
unsatisfactory    2   0   0   8 

B. How would you 
rate the system in 
terms of its 
functionality (in the 
context of searching 
information)? 

highly  
satisfactory    7 10 11   0 

satisfactory 33 25 45 39 

average 14 10 22 15 

unsatisfactory 40 45 22 46 

very  
unsatisfactory    5 10 0   0 

C. How would you 
rate the system in 
terms of flexibility of 
its structure and the 
presentation of 
information? 

highly  
satisfactory    9 10 11   8 

satisfactory 33 20 34 54 

average 31 45 22 15 

unsatisfactory 26 25 33 23 

very  
unsatisfactory    0   0   0   0 

D. How would you 
rate the way of 
searching information 
that bases on the 
visualization of 
semantic network? 

highly  
satisfactory    7 10 11   0 

satisfactory 36 25 33 54 

average 24 30 11 23 

unsatisfactory 33 35 45 23 

very  
unsatisfactory    0   0   0   0 
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Table 2. The evaluation of the potential problems with usage of visualization of the semantic 
network in searching economic information 

The list of the problems 
Scale of the 

problem 
evaluation 

Breakdown of accomplishment of tasks (%) 

All  
participants 

Education 

Computer 
Computer 

science and 
econometrics 

Non-
computer 

1. Understanding how to 
navigate the OntoGraf 

 no problem 33 30 22 46 

 a small 
problem 57 65 67 39 

an important 
problem 10  5 11 15 

2. Understanding how to 
execute tasks 

 no problem 38 45 11 46 

 a small 
problem 55 50 78 46 

an important 
problem 7  5 11   8 

3. Understanding the 
relation between informa-
tion on the screen and the 
executed operation 

 no problem 26 20 22 38 

 a small 
problem 57 75 45 39 

an important 
problem 17  5 33 23 

4. Finding necessary 
information 

 no problem 26 30 45   8 

 a small 
problem 60 60 33 77 

an important 
problem 14 10 22 15 

5. The difficulty in 
reading information on 
screen 

 no problem 45 55 33 38 

 a small 
problem 43 35 34 62 

an important 
problem 12 10 33  0 

6. Too many colors on the 
screen 

 no problem 60 50 44 84 

 a small 
problem 24 25 45   8 

an important 
problem 16 25 11   8 

7. The necessity to 
memorize too much 
information during 
executing of task  

 no problem 55 55 44 61 

 a small 
problem 36 30 56 31 

an important 
problem   9 15   0   8 
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